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SOME INTERESTING PROBLEM4TICALS ~>~

Steve Feher

Artifacts that fall into no recognizable categories, or

usual form, can often puzzle and aggravate the excavator but

up the “digs” and so lend a touch of uniqueness to the site

stray from the

they do ’’spice

wherein they

originate. They sometimes indicate new trends of activity and development

within a culture, or save as evidence of intrusions from other cultures.

In the end, they may be the SOUrCe of new knowledge concerning the lives

of the craftsmen who fashioned them.

The four objects illustrated were all uncovered at a Washington County

site that had previously yielded a wealth of points, blades, large tools

and potsherds; all recognizable as such. At first glance, we were struck

by their toy-like appearance. This was rather unusual and moving for seldom

do we come across anything in course of excavating that speaks

even suggests, children, However, we are well aware that, as with

first i,mpress::.ens,., this map be completely unfounded and erroneous.

Number 1 isa threee-dimensional piece and sits on its roughly

of, or

so many

semi-

oval shaped base much as a chess piece does. The upper part is thin and

blade-like and a thin layer of material has been exfoliated or eroded from -

its surface. It is fashioned ofa reddish-brown sandstone and might possibly

have served as some sort of gaming pieee or counter.

Most viewers have at once commented that number 2 looks like a bear.

The likeness is undeniable even though some fragments appear to be missing.

It is also shaped of reddi.sh-brown sandstone about 1/4” thick. In effect,

it is an effigy in sillhouette.

Number 3 also of reddish-brown sandstone, about 1/4” thick, is a com-

plete puzzle. only the smoothly ground edges indicate that it is apparently

———

There are some indications that it may be part of a larger piece.

scraped or ground into
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shape, or else a

Number 4 is

combination of these methods uas used.

made af a shale-like material about 3/16’1 in thickness

and was carved out by a keen edged tool; sharp cuts are clearly visi.ble

especially at the “notchestt, Whiile both knife-like and spear-shaped in

appearance it would haue been of little use as either for none of its

edges shows any evidence of cutting or piercing. capabilities. They are

all smoothly rounded and the matmerial is too soft to have held suitable

edges . We are prompted to wonder of what use could a knife be that couldn’t

cut or a spear that couldn’t pierce, It might well have served as the point

for some Indian boy’s toy lance or spear.

Although uncovered in the same

same level, these artifacts seem to

that, as previously noted, three of

general area, at approximately the

have nothing definite in common save

them are fashioned of the same material.

This area also produced numerous finds of large, rather crudely fashioned

tools made of this same reddish-broun sandstone which occurs commonly here-

abouts as cobbles and

explanations and uses

boulders.

objects in different positions a variety of possible

can be imagined for each and one can easily be carried

away by contur~ probably the discovery of more items of this nature

will. prove tobe the only means of shedding conclusive light as to the true”

nature of these very intriguing problematicals.

###############

SHELL MIDDEnS LOCATED IN JERICo BAY

Sheep Island I Sunshine 8 Torrey's Island 1
Crow Island 1 Bea Island 1 Little Babson Island 1
Pond Island White Island 3 Stove Island
Opechee 3

1
Black Conarys Deer Isle 9

Swans Island 2 Island 2 Big Lazygut Island 1
Harbor Islald 1 Campbells Island 1 Camp Island 1

There may be other Locations but these are middens uhich are large

enough to have been ., and uherw art<facta have beeninhabited for some time

found,
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SHELL MIDDENS 2286

by Marshall Rice

.

Most Archaeologists,or would-be Archaeologists, are familiar with the

terms “shell heap”, “shell midden” and “kitchen midden”. Since many

societymembers live away from the coastal areas of Maine and are not fami-

liar with middens, iL has occurred to me that some enlightenment on the

subject might be welcome. “Kitchen middens” are defined by Webster as

“refuse heaps marking the site of a primitive habitation.” Since I have

lived on the coast, on Jericho Ray, for many years and for the same length

of time have either surface searched or dug in many shell heaps, I will

endeavor to describe them in

There are several conditions

They are good clam producing

some detail.

which govern the location of shell heaps.

areas; southerly exposure; a bank, or at

least land high enough to afford good drainage; and an accessible supply

of fresh water. Of course, we are going back in history hundreds of years;

but since the same conditions exist today in the same areas, I am taking

the liberty of describing the middens as if they were in use today.

There IS a reason for clams being where they are, and.a.word of explana-

tion is necessary. In considering the availability of clams, one must

remember that here in Maine our prevailing winds are from the southwest,

and that clam seed or “spat”, like seed of much of our marine life, goes

through a floating stage before going to the sea bottom. At this time the

floating seed is at the mercy of wind and wave. These two actions combine

to cause most of the seed to find its way eventually to southerly exposed

flats. To be sure there are clams found on the north shores, but they are

not as numerous. This source of supply, coupled with the warmer southern

exposure, is the main reason that nearly all middens face in a southerly

direction. Of course, there are exceptions, for no doubt, routes of travel
I

,L
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followed the easiest way good

crossed water LO some of the off

of these islands were necessary,

shell to indicate the place as a

food producing areas, Sincwe Indians

islands, landlng places on the north sides

At some northern sites there is enough

camp, and some”artifacts may also be

found there. Such specs were undoubtedly used as stopping places rather

than as long inhabited areas.

Most middens are located on ground high enough to offer a good vantage

point, a minimum of mosquitoes, and a breeze; all three factors made pri-

mitive life more bearable. Near most middens there.is.a source of fresh

water, either a stream or a spring area. However$ since there are large

middens on some of the smaller Islands without a water supply, the early

Indians must have had some means of carrying water as many of these islands

have no fresh water within one half mile.

- The coast of Maine is dotted with these refuse piles containing shells, bones,

pottery shards, artifacts, and occasionally European trade goods. Most

trade materials found today are beads, hand axes, the well known tomahawk,

kaolin pipes, and an occasional iron or copper piece, Whether the iron

and copper were traded or formed by the Indian 1s a point of conjecture in

some cases Both types of places are found. The majority of heaps are

made up of soft shell clam shells but there are other.kinds. At Damariscotta,

for example, we find heaps up to 30 feet in depth composed of pure oyster-

shell Farther down the coast in the Brunswick-Harpswell-NewMeadows River

area the shell is predominantly quahog, commonly known.as hard shelled clam.

As one progresses farther on down the coast, he will again encounter the

soft shell clam. Some of the New Meadows River middens, where guahog shells

abound, look never to have been

P
excavate because the shells are

two areas mention.d above, most

dug. These shell heaps are difficult to

large and not easily moved. Except for the

middens are predominantly soft shell clam;

however, any marine mollusks that could be used for food have had their

-5-
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shells left behind, for example, quahog, oyster, soft

mussel) whelks Periwinkle~ and scallops Lobsters and

eaten, but their-shells gave up very quickly

enough to find either. In some heaps due to

content, bones and scallop and mussel shells

I have
.

shelled clam,

crabs were probably

never been fortunate

soil acidity and high moisture

deteriorated quickly. On the

other hand some sites with fair to good drainage have good specimens so

more bones, bone parts and teeth are found since they have not deteriorated,

the teeth due to heavy enamel are generally well preserved. Those from

porcupine, beaver, seal, fox, deer, moose, bear and.other animals are common.

If materials are sifted, teeth of smaller animals may.show up; these are

difficult to identify. Sometimes a whole mandible is found with teeth in-

tact Beaver teeth were used as scrapers. The roots of moose teeth seem

rather soft, and they deteriorate more than the tougher enameled tops.

Human teeth are also found and one wonders the reason for their presence in

the refuse, They generally look to be in good condition, Parts of bird

beaks, fish spines, leg, wing, wishbones and rib bones of sea birds are all

abundant in some sites, but are in various stages of decay. Clam, whelk and

quahog shells are hardest and are generally in as good condition as when

discarded 1 know of six burials in shell middens with parts of the skeletons

in good condition, A Swans Island site produced a perfect skull. This-was

carbon dated at 1300 BC a few years and authenticated by the Peabody Museum

of Cambridge, Massachusetts, Parts of another skeleton.from another burial

at another site were sent to the University of Maine,.and the date of burial

given was about 1600 A.D. The person, a woman, was about 30 years old.

(Remember these are all coastal shell middens of which I write)
. .

Once a shell heap has been dug or plowed up, the underlying layers of shell

become disturbed. What had for years acted as a watershed (actually a shell

roof below Lhe sod) now 1s mixed with soil, shells are broken,

freezing and thawing, immediate deterioration begins Instead

-6-
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pure shell below the sod, where. willbe a mixture of black earth and broken

pieces of shell The black earth is typical of middens.,..Since most,heaps.

have been excavated to some extent, it is almost impossible to try to deter-

mine age through stratification; but most heaps “areof the ceramic period.

Pottery shards are abundant in some areas but are.always.in quite small

pieces. These also decay readily, as moisture and frost.are their enemies.

Excellent pieces of the rims seem to remain, perhaps because they are thinner

and fired better ,

There is no definite correlation between depth of shell and number of arti-

facts,, Pond Island in Jericho Bay has a site with shell approximately nine

feet deep, whiie other sites in the area have only a few inches of shell.

Consider the small shallow midden written about by Lloyd Varney in Summer

1971 issue of Maine Archaeology Association. This site is very near pond

Island and has produced hundreds of artifacts.

In all of my coastal excavation I have never found any place, either near

or apart from the shell area, that looked as if it had been inhabited; no

hearth stones or artifacts attest to its having been an inhabited area.

My deduction, therefore, is that the early people lived. these shell

middens, smelly and fly infested though they may have been.
......

Actually there is much more to searching for artifacts.than just digging

a hole in a midden Several studies could be made in connection with

identificatlon, A person should be familiar with types.of points, tools,

etc He should be able LO identify the shells, also the.bird and animal

bones and teeth All areas should be gridded, dug and sifted carefully.

All worchwhile materials should be cataloged as to depth.and position, as well

as site number. A short write-up of the day's activities will help in re-

constructing the dig at a later time.

Much more could be written, but if I have helped any of.the members to under-

stand better about shell middens, this has been a worthwhile project.
-7-



AN ISLAND SITE 2287

/-

by Don Wood

One of the sitees that I have been workig is on

of St. George. It is one of four small islands that

breakwater for the hurbour at Tennants Harbour.

an island in the town

make a natural

This paxticuZar site is on the next to last island. from the mainlad,

but can be reached in four tO five minutes by boat. Two nice beaches and

the best clam f2uts

presence ofa shell

At the eastern

the west to a small

in the area may very well explain the reaaon for the

midden.

end of the isalnd are high ledges. which slope toward

field and alder swamp. The midden is located beyond

this toward the beach,

The midden itself is situated on the south west side ofa small cove

and covers an area of not more than 200 square feet.

mostly of the shells from soft shell clams, with some

scallop and mussel shells. The deposit varies from 6

in depth over most of its area.

It is composed

welk shells, a few

inches to 2 feet

Theew is Or bunch grass (so called) over the shells, but there

is some soil covering everything left by the early inhabitant. And, .

where grass is Lacking, milk weed and thistles make up for this over

absence.

The finest exploration of the site was conducted in an attempt to

locate surface materials A very careful search failed to locate either

stone or bone tools

Finding nothi.ng which had eroded out I started a trench near the

edge of the site and proceeded until the excavation reached the opposite

edge of the midden

The tirench, which was 3 feet wide, apparently crossed the most pro-

ductive (artifact wise) part of the midden. All excavating was done with

-8-
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A total of7 uhole and 21 broken Orcrude points, numerous srcapers,

and one perfect stemless knife have been recoverd, Bone points and awls

anima1s

This appears tobe a good site, but it will have to wait until spring.

I will report my findings at a later date.

########

FOR YOUR READING

Some of the following general interest magazines should be available in

almost any local library. The Articles noted are of Anthropological or

Archaeological interest,

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

June 70, p. 112

p. 100

Nov 70, P. 30

Feb ?l, p. 32

Mar 71, p, 46
April 71, p, 36

p. 52
Jun 71, p. 59

p. 102

Sept 71, p. 105
p. 117

Ott 71, p. 63

Nov 71, P 72

An Archaic Indian Cemetery in Newfoundland. James
A. Tuck
An alkaline soil with unusual bone preservation
Neoglaciation. Denton and Porter

glacial fluctuations over last 6000 years
Woodhenges. Geoffrey Wai.nwright.

An informative part of Britain’s Neolothic .
The Iroquois Confederacy. James A. Tuck

New evidence on the origin and social evolution.
Australopithecus a toolmaker? a note
Early Man in the Andes. Richard S. MacNeish
note - Antiquity of Australopithecus
Paleo-IndS.anjump-kill site also used by Archaic

Indians. a note.
An Early City in Iran. C.C. & Mautha Lamberg-Karlovsky

a busy trade center 5500 years ago
Energy Flow in a Hunting Society. Wm. B. Kemp
Energy Flow in an Agricultural Society. Roy A.Rappaport
Carbon 14 and the Prehistory of Europe, Colin

Renfrew
Corrected c14 dates indicace that culture did not
spread from east co west.

The Dead Sea Scrolls. Shemaryaho Talmon.
A translation of.

(Continued on page 20)
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FROM THE ARCHAEOLOGY LAB—— -—

-

THE ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
.

The Archaeology laboratory is using the attribute analysis technique

for artifact studies. In this technique each artifact class (such as

projectile point, pottery sherd, scraper, etc,j is broken down into a

number of individual parts With projectile points, for example, we

analyze each specimen noting the outline of the edges, the form of the

stem, the shape of the barb, and so on, until all aspects are covered,

When all the points from a particular site collection are studied we can

describe that collection in terms of the numbers of points which have ex-

panding stems or curved bases, or whatever attributes we wish to discuss.

Measurments are made of each artifact and these are entered into the

final description of the specimens. The end result is a very powerful

technique for analyzing a collection and describing in print exactly

what it is we have found. If several collections are described and

measured in the same way, using identical terminology, we can readily

compare one collection with another and get an accurate, objective measure

of the similarities and differences. Such data are essential If we are
.

ever to accutately reconstruct the prehistory of Maine.

The attribute analysis technique is an alternate approach to the

more traditional ‘type analysis’. In type analysis, the archaeologist

places artifacts into named types on the basis of what he considers to

be diagnostic attributes, Unfortunately, no two archaeologists ever think

alike, and unless a type is based on one or two carefully defined attri-

butes, confusion and general misunderstanding prevail. The problems are

- compoundedwhen a type, named for one area, is transferred to another,

perhaps several hundred miles away. To attempt to apply William Ritchie’s

New York State projectile point

in chaos. Few points would fit

typology to Mane collections would result

all of the criteria listed by Ritchie, and
-1o-



it would become a subjective assessment on the part of each archaeologist

as to whether OL not each artifact did, or did not, conform to the original

T
type.

An archaeologist is involved with a great deal more than documenting

history This 1s only the beginning. Archaeologists are vitally concerned

with processes of prehistory. Why did a particular event occur? What were

the alternative ways available to man and why did he select the one he did?

The basic data for these questions and many others are to be found in our

observations about man”s behavior, his technology, hls housing patterns,

ritual behavior, his environment, and so on. The conclusions we reach

regarding man’s past are only as good as the data on which the interpre-

tations are based, and LC follows that sloppy data recovery techniques

can only lead to erroneous conclusions. Because of this, every archaeolo-

gist, whether or not he makes his living at it, should be concerned that

the data gathering stage be as precise as possible, This Includes the

excavation, the catalogue or artifacts, and the analysis of the specimens.

The archaeology laboratory is establishing a system for the analysis

of specimens which, It is hoped, will keep subjective assessments to a

minimum, All artifacts are being studied according to a system of at-

tribute analysisswhich allows for precise description and easy manipulation

of the data for fuller analysis and comparison.

The system works like this. For each artifact class (a projectile

point for example) we decide upon a number of attributes which describe

shape of the specimen A decision is made on the types of measurements

be taken, and where these are to be made. Then a form is drawn upwith

.

the

to

each- .

attribute listed Specimens are examined individually and the appropriate

attributes checked off on the form. This information i,s then transferred

to a master chart which can be used In further calculations, such as, the

size range, percentage of expanding stems, or whatever the analyst feels

is meaningful. We nc)w have an accurate record of the specimens with the
-11-
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information ordered in a way which is extremely useful. Because everyone

involvedin the project used the same attributes, translation is not—.

required AS an added bonus, the close examination of each artifact will
.

frequentlyresult in the discovery of data which was not apparent at

first glance

The drawback Ofthe attribuLe analysis sYStem, Up tO now, has been

the overwhelmlngmass af data, requiring hours of laboL to sort and cal-

culate, This tedium and great expenditure of time is now largely eliminated

by the computer and the methods of information storage and retrieval which

can recall and manipuliatea fantastic amount of data in minutes. The

attribute system is ideally suited to the computer and, once the basic

attribute sheets are completed, little extra effort is involved. To date,

no computer can answer the kinds of questions posed earlier concerning

prehistoric man’s behavior; that is still the realm of Lhe archaeologist.

But Lhe sensible use of modern technology can greatly increase our capacity

co answer these questions by performing the laborious tasks of retrieving

and mathematically manipulatingthe data.

MembersulLnk Mainee Archaeological Society are well aware of the

tremendous gaps in our knowledge of the prehistOry of Maine. A 1ot of
!

digging has occurreded,but how manyy detailed, fully documented, site reports

have been published! ‘Themany private and public collections may have

brought a measure of pleasure to their owners, but beyond this, how have

they contributed tO our understanding of the prehistory of our State?

With the techniquesof attribute analysis, combined with the aid

of the computer, we have a way to make a complete inventory of what is

known about the archaeology 01 ths State It eac of us systematically

anayzes our collections inaccordance with a

we can eventually completee an Inventory which

standard set of attributes

could then serve as a basis

for a description anda better understanding ofMaine prehistory,

We are prepared to make available LO Socieyy members, and any other

-12-
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, att~~buce sheets for the analysis of Maine collections.

f ‘!$~~~These willthen be coded prepared for the computers and the information
p:lg;:::,.$,:::,.
V‘b$w{,~::

1

.:.~l.. storedon taPe. The data will be permanently recorded and available for

#

$$i;,:11~’”~!~
.

3 ‘l{: ~mlysiso In this way, the results of our labor, and the valuable his-,,;%$

I

,$;,,,,:!<,,,+,
-zr:;alrecords will be documented for succeeding generations,

‘$ “ I can

$1 tiinkof no way to make a bigger contribution to the archaeology of the
~
,,

State and, at the same time, learn a great deal more about

the artifacts and the people who left them behind,

~
In the following issue we will publish an attribute sheet and com-

plete

idea,

instructions on its use In the meantime, any comments on this

pro or con, will be appreciated.

searek: vrwg~arn GS veil as archaeological research

%0 have landowners so interest, and cooperative.

At this time the site appears to cover an area

We are extremely fortunate

Potighlg 50 b~ 200 meters

and there ma~ be more We do not have any ualid material for C14 dating and

as yet we hqve no clear stratigraphy. Archaic material is mixed with Wood-

land. We expect that rhe Summee School uill be qorking here for at least

supervisory mcrnpotie~

members and other
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CPOixX and harvested the rich marine resources sf Passamaqtioddy Bag. This

brief paper will. sumarize the archaeological research in the Passamaquoddy

Bay area, and touch upon come of the events of’ the prehistoric period.

One of this first to call attention to the numerous sites in the

Passatnaquoddy Bay QY.;U u.t~ Baird (1881). He was fo1owed by a group of

naturalists from the New Brunswick Natural History Society uho excavated at

Phil’s%Beach, near Bocabec, in 1883. The project was described in detail

by Mathew (1884 whose perception and grasp of the problems ofarchaeology

was outstanding for the tim- A little later, the historian Ganong (1899)

published a work on the historic resources of the province of New Brunswick

with a section on knoun archeaological sites, both historic and prehistoric,

NEARLYi fifty years elapsed before any further uork was undertaken.

Durinq the 1950’s the R.S. Peabody Foundation sponsored survey and excava-.

tion in New Brunswick under the direction of Douglas Byers,, The Passamaquoddy

Bay. area.was ti.mm? Y~,Niund one of the larger sites, Holt ’s Point, waS excavated,

~ pebbles from the site has appeared (Fouler 1966) butA brief note on etched

no account of the overall work Several years later, R. Pearson, then em-

ployed.: by the: National Museumsof Canada, excauated three sites in the Bay.

A brief summary:l statementt Oj- his testing has recently been published (Pearson

diggings ofamateurs and

us no record of their ac-

In 1967 a large-scale program of excavation was initiated, Backed by

-14-
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ample funding from the National Museums of Canada and the Provinoe of New

- Brunswick, the most recent.t Passamaquoddy Bay Archaeological program has been

able to systematically survey and test all the known sites in the Bay, and
.

to conduct substantially exctivation at others. Survey and excavation from 1967

to 1970 resulted in the location of more than fifty sites, the excavation of

eight, and the recovery of over 4,500 artifacts, not including unused flakes,

small pottery sherds, etc Some of the anulysis has been completed but a

great deal of integrtation and interpretation remains. The discussion to fol-

low outlines the extent of knowledge arranged chronologically by periods of

time,

The Early period, which uould include paleo-Indian, is not represented

in the area and

able to Indians

The Middle
P

plays no part in the current discussion. The lZand

of this period as H. Borns (1971) has indioated.

period may be said to begin around 6,000 yearn ago

was avail-

uith the

presence of Laurentian Tradition (Ritchie 1965) people in the interior lakee

on the St. Croix drainage system. Characteristics of the Laurenttin Tradition

in this area are large, side-notched and stemmed projectile points, ground

stone adze blades of both the gouge and flat bit varieties, ground slate points,

plummets, red.-ochre smeared burials of the Moorehead complex, and an adaptation

to the interior Lake resources, A variant, perhaps only seasonal$ may have

made its livelihood on the coast hunting seas mammals (Tuck 1971). So far as

we now know, these people did not place the reliance on the sheJl fish which

characterizes the later inhabitants. Unfortunately, no traces ofcoastal

marine mammal hunters have turned up in the Bay area. Possibly, the increas-

ing sea levels {Grant 1970) have obliterated the older sites and we never

will find them, On the other hand, site survey to date

towards locating their living areas due to the emphasis

has not been oriented

on the location of

shell midden sites

The Late period starts around 3000 years ago

It

and continue~ to the

is dominuted by shel



sirn:.kirit-zl?s zn :wt:;.fact .~u~ww, nninly pro~ectzLe points, to suspect the

ago At this time we do not have sufficient data to speculate on whether

the new concepts arrived via the movemen~ ofnew people into the area, or---

From about 2000 years ago to the Historic period

transmitted bydif-

.
we have relatively far

tants Abot this time cerurnics are introdticed. The earliest examples

Penninsula wares such as dentate and

Projectile points change through time from the stemmed forms to those

A large array of cutting and

Specimens with

scraping tools

-16-
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stone piercing or drilling implements.

Among the organic tools it is the beaver incisor which heads the list

in numbers. These ubiquitous artifacts can be grouped according to the my

in which they were hafted. Some were left in the lower jaw which was

snapped at the ‘chint; others uere removed and hafted in handles of wood or

antler. Harpoons, bone points, awls, and needles are among the

artifacts.

From sites dated between 2000 years and about 800 years we

organic

have

evidence of semi-subterranean houses, a dwelling type in which some of the

house is below ground surface level. These are oval to round pits averag-

ing three meters on the long axis by about 2.5 meters across. A conical

stucture resemblinq the Historic wigwam was pitched over the depression

uhich averaged 50 cm. We have no information concerning the covezrng of

the structure. .Inside, one Or more hearths are noted. The houses ape

situated behind the midden areas unless later occupants have filled the

deprssions with shells and other garbage from their activities. By plot-

ting the distributions of artifacts recovered in sites with houses of this

type it can be seen that a great deal of the manufacturing occupied within,

and little took place in the midden regions. In those later sites, where

semi-subterranean houses are not presenta the artifact distribution is mom

random, although there is still some patterning in evidence.

The semi-subterranean house form may be associated with a practice of

wintering on the coast. Analysis of the faunal remains suggests

bility of year around habitation. Birds, which can be sensitive

Peflcctzons, indicate some fall through spring occupation. More

the possi-

seasonul

research is

needed to adequately docurncnt the correlation of the houses and winter

residence.

Towards the termination of the Late period there are indications of

a scarcity of deer in thePassmaqoddY Bay region, perhaps an Anticipation

o.~ the Historic period uhen deer were very scarce until the mid 19th century.

-17-
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This shortage, which muy be linked with a worsening of the climate at that

time, may have influenced the dual coastal-inland pattern noted inHistoric

times.
.

An interesting observation resulting from our work ia the apparent

/-’

(east of the St. Croiz River by

Digdequash Harbor area. Grant (1970)

in the Bay of

foot per century.

zn relatively

be focused on nearby Cobscook

have been lsse destructive.

question of the presence of

“,.,,,,,,.,,,)/, ,.
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